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GaAs is an archetypical semiconductor, often used as a
reference in optical pump  THz probe spectroscopy
experiments1. The THz photoconductivity of GaAs is well
described by the Drude model, with carrier density N and
electron momentum scattering rate ts as parameters. Here, we
show that the electron momentum scattering rate in
photoexcited GaAs is a highly dynamic parameter with
dramatic dependence on the carrier density.
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INTRODUCTION

determined. This quantity is not directly accessible from OPTP
measurements in a strongly diffusive regime, as the spatial
extent of the electron-hole gas in the material is a dynamic
parameter.

   

AbstractIn a series of systematic optical pump - terahertz
probe experiments we study the density-dependent electron
scattering rate in photoexcited GaAs in a large range of carrier
densities. The electron scattering time decreases by as much as a
factor of 4, from 320 to 60 fs, as the electron density changes by 4
orders of magnitude, from 1015 to 1019 cm-3.
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Figure 2: Numerical solution (at t p=10 ps) of the drift-diffusion
equation illustrating the ambipolar diffusion, independent of
pump fluence. Inset: The profile of electron concentration at
selected pump-probe delays, and the effective electron gas
width d.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
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Figure 1: The measured sheet conductivity spectra (symbols) fitted
by the Drude model (solid line) for selected pump-probe delays.
The arrows show the change of the electron scattering time with
the pump-probe delay.
MEASUREMENT

We investigated the carrier density - dependent scattering
rate in GaAs in a systematic series of optical pump  THz
probe measurements. As a sample, we used a semi-insulating
GaAs wafer, photoexcited at 400 nm wavelength with variable
pump fluence in the range of 1-200 mJ/cm2 and THz-probed at
selected times after photoexcitation in the range of 10-1000 ps.
Our measurements directly yield the photoconductivity spectra
of GaAs, which were found to be in excellent agreement with
the Drude model. From the measured spectra the scattering
rate of electrons and their sheet density was directly
determined (Fig. 1.). In order to connect the calculated
momentum scattering rates with the corresponding electron
density, the volume of the electron-hole gas had to be

In order to calculate the thickness of the electron-hole gas,
we modeled the diffusion of electrons and holes into the
unexcited regions of the semiconductor. Previous studies2 and
our numerical simulations showed that this diffusion is
ambipolar and essentially governed by the holes due to their
lower mobility.
We used a simple diffusion model to simulate the expansion
of the electron-hole gas. The influence of possible
recombination and trapping on the shape of the spatial
distribution of the electron-hole plasma was neglected. The
ambipolar diffusion constant was calculated using the Einstein
relation and from the fact the diffusion is driven by holes:

2kBT
D= 
p
where T is the temperature, and mp=360 cm2V-1s is the hole
mobility1,3. The initial thickness of the plasma (pump-probe
delay tp=0) is equal to the skin depth of GaAs at 400 nm d0=15
nm. This thickness is negligible compared to the diffusion
depth of the plasma in 10 ps (see the inset of Fig. 2), therefore
we approximate the initial distribution of the plasma with a dfunction. The distribution of the plasma at all times after
photoexcitation is then described by a Gaussian function with
effective thickness:

d (t p)=  D t p
Using the calculated thickness of the plasma, we obtained the

effective electron density for all the measured sheet
photoconductivities such as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, these
electron densities were correlated with the corresponding
values of electron scattering time for every pump-probe delay
tp and all the pump fluences used in our experiments.
This dependency of electron momentum scattering on the
carrier density, shown in Fig. 3, is the main result of our work.
We found that the scattering time dramatically decreases with
increasing carrier density, fully independent of the pump
fluence used (see Fig. 3.). It decreases by as much as a factor
of 4, from 320 fs down to 60 fs, as the carrier density increases
in the range 5x1014 to 8x1018 cm-3 . In particular, this indicates
that the phonons generated by the cooling of the photoexcited
electrons do not contribute significantly to electron scattering.
In order to simplify the use of our findings in applications, we
have fitted the measured dependency N(ts) using the CaugheyThomas relation5, with the fit parameters shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The electron momentum scattering time in GaAs as a
function of carrier density. The data were fitted by the CaugheyThomas relation.
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